SCAVENGER HUNT

Use a copy of the Zoo map, Zoo signs, and your own observation skills to complete your Zoo scavenger hunt.

**Polar Bear Watch**

What color are Arctic foxes in the summer? What color are they today?

What symbol of the United States is on exhibit here?

What two species of bear live at the Zoo?

**African Journey**

What kind of climate are African penguins adapted for?

Who guards an ostrich nest at night?

What are *shadow stripes*, and who has them?

What is a group of rhinos called?

What kind of wild habitat do okapi live in?

Which of the Zoo’s lemur species eats mainly fruit?

What species in the Chimpanzee Forest building is thought to be extinct in the wild?

What does a chimp “grin” mean?

**The Maryland Wilderness**

What do the wrinkles on the side’s of a hellbender’s body do?

How many species of amphibians are on exhibit in *The Maryland Wilderness*? List them!

What are the two venomous snake species that are native to Maryland?

Find a snake in The Tree that has a food in its name.

Why shouldn’t you remove a box turtle from the wild?